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FRAMEWORKS FOR URBAN FLOW AND FORM

A city is an intensification of human interaction, made possible by a concentration 
of energy flows.  The means by which this intensification takes place forms a shared 
mental construct which is a powerful catalyst for urban form and cultural expression. 
The forms of cities and buildings that emerge from these mental constructs have 
common foundations in the means by which the flows of energy are gathered into a 
place.  This brief essay posits in text and diagram that architecture’s mediation between 
the body and world explicitly articulates these mental models.  The flows of energy 
that form the city are expressed in urban space and form, as well as the nature of the 
constructed boundaries.  The flows include radiant, chemical and mechanical energy, as 
well as nutrients, material goods and information, each a means of sustaining life and 
transforming human relationships.  
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Each individual work within an urban design framework proposes a model of the 
larger conceptual organization.   The patterns of inhabitation that manifest themselves 
in distinct urban systems and structures reflect underlying cultural processes that 
ultimately reveal the flow of energy from the sun to human use.  The contemporary 
city is predicated on a predictable flow of energy through an infrastructure that 
both stabilizes the dynamic variability of nature and distances us from it.  As that 
infrastructure grows in its mechanical and thermal capacity, it also increasingly 
distances people from each other – supplanting interdependence with a debilitating 
dependence.  The minimal framework of the American grid, designed to connect 
vast territories of individual and collective enterprise, has been replaced by centrally-
managed, concentrated flows, with relationships to nature and between people 
mediated both literally and metaphorically by its intervening cables and pipes.  

These forms and technology that determine the flows of information and energy 
on which modern life depends are both corridors and barriers, enabling distant 
connections, sometimes at the expense of the person next door.  Just as we might burn 
a million year old barrel of oil rather than open a window, the ease of access to distant 
times and spaces forms an unconscious wall to direct experience.  The local relationships 
wither as we each have plugged in to an increasingly encompassing infrastructure.

The current rise of the networked, integrated city in which connectivity transforms 
everything from urban form to building fabrics will lead to some radical rethinking 
of the way buildings and landscapes are conceived and constructed, perceived and 
valued. Over time, it will percolate deeply enough into the consciousness to influence 
even the most simple decisions. As society develops from the modern paradigm of a 
unidirectional infrastructure-dependent society to one of mutual engagement, everyone 
becomes both producers and consumers.  

The opportunity afforded by the emerging ideas for a changed concept of infrastructure 
provides a chance to reinforce local relationships.  A multi-directional infrastructure 
depends on local, dense lateral connections as well as the global concentrated networks.  
At the most basic level a community of people construct for themselves a relationship 
to the world.  In that relationship, a set of values are represented, ideas shared and 
resources harvested.  If the infrastructure figures too strongly or the dynamic conditions 
of nature are too extreme, the lateral connections between people, and between people 
and the world collapse.  The radical realignment of energy flows that has constituted 
modernity has been reflected in the polarization between wealth coupled with 
alienation at the points of concentration and the ever present backdrop of poverty and 
social dysfunction.  The emerging concept of a networked infrastructure, which, like 
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the internet, is made of many discrete flows, suggests a way of thinking that is not 
about representing the infrastructure in the form familiarly known as a concentrated 
system, but instead places a premium on the lateral connections that bind us locally.

Design, literature, art and film have wrestled with the paradoxes and uncertainties of the 
modern experience for over a century.  At its best, this struggle is a critical counterpart 
to another cultural reaction - backward looking, romanticized versions of an imaginary 
pre-industrial golden age that is limited and not helpful in understanding the world 
and its structuring relationships.  The contemporary challenge for architecture is to go 
beyond critique or romantic retreat: to offer a model of a built ecology that redefines 
the relationship between the local and the distant, creating new frameworks for healthy, 
energetic communities. 

A complex web of lateral connections reflects a mental map that deliberately runs 
counter to a dominant organizing strategy of much contemporary building practice.  
Instead of forming mechanically linear or hierarchical sequences, spaces may be 
conceived as overlapping ecosystems; the flows are more complex, and the connections 
are both local and distant.  These multi-dimensional connections engage all the senses 
at the scale of the body and multiple scales of community organization through direct, 
physical engagement. Communities may form through a set of common experiences of 
place, in spaces designed to be shared, connecting the inhabitants to the phenomena of 
a dynamic environment, and to each other.

Even a very small work can explore the multiple dimensions of this idea: making 
material connections to the geology of the place and framing a view to survey its limits, 
engaging its innate social, cultural, environmental, technological ecologies, mediating 
historical and future dimensions of the embedded communities, drawing on its 
climatic cycles of air and water, tracking the movement of the sun both virtually and 
directly in space and materials.  These many dimensions of intent are essential.  The 
intellectual life of the community requires this anchored but continually self-renewing 
stimulation as a foundation. 
 
As emerging models of urban organization and energy flow take hold as cultural 
frameworks with the compelling force of the earlier models, the new paradigms of 
design practice are manifest in developing patterns at a broad range of scales. At the 
core of the latest model is a shift from the literal and metaphorical reliance on a one-
way energy infrastructure anchored in eighteenth century mechanics and nineteenth 
century thermodynamics to one that organizes energy flows as a robust, laterally 
connected ecology, a complex system of both local and remote production, distribution 
and consumption.  Sustained growth has been the primary motivation behind the past 
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half-millennium of human development; the ecological city challenges that imperative 
with redefined measures of progress.  Amidst all the dimensions of growth that may be 
measured quantitatively, its most important will be a qualitative one: the richness of 
the interactions in the community it has enabled.

A healthy ecology is dynamic, incorporating space for new patterns, historical forms 
and diverse flows.  In the emerging networked urban model, the cumulative overlay of 
urban concepts remains vital to the complexity of the system as the underlying cultural 
forces driving these flows persist.  This is in the character of a robust city – not frozen 
in a singular organization of flows, but a rich overlap of the local and the mechanical, 
the thermodynamic infrastructure incorporated into the ecological web.  Energy flows 
are not objects that can be conceived to exist in a singular ideal state.  Their constant 
dynamism and continuing solar renewal denies the possibility of an end state.

The flow of wealth and power that structures the relationships in any community 
parallels the energy flows, with human consequences resulting from one’s position in 
the stream – enriching those who can capture their share of the stream, impoverishing 
those who are bypassed.  From local to imperial land-based organizations, through 
mechanical and thermodynamic organizations to local/global interactive networks, 
each characteristic organization reflects a distinct understanding of the world, an 
underlying model that is reflected in architectural and urban decision making at all 
scales.  While one can associate the emergence of these characteristic organizations 
with particular historical periods, their cumulative nature renders them visible in the 
complexity of urban patterns, none precisely succeeding another, but incorporating, 
engaging and modifying prior energy flows. The correspondences between the energy 
flows and the urban forms  pervade works from the scale of vast landscapes to intimate 
details at a human dimension.  Distinct characteristics of urban order may be read in 
some overt, vestigial or emergent form in the construction of the contemporary city.  
Each reflects a particular process, and dimension of space modifying the flow of energy 
from its solar origins to the point where it is put to use for human purposes, with 
its capture, storage, distribution and consumption, with an inescapable environmental 
impact.  

IMAGE SOURCES:

All in public domain; information from BP, 2007, via BBC UK; Oil and Gas Journal via The Guardian. 
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1 LOCAL/CHTHONIC CITY

The urban construct and its surrounding landscape in which local energy runs its cycle 
from capture (typically through agriculture) through consumption (heat and food) and 
waste (compost and carbon dioxide) form an intimate bond in a cycle that is contained 
in time and space. The agricultural settlement or medieval city remain the romantic 
paradigms of this form of urbanization to which many subsequent movements refer.  
In material terms, these cities construct a chthonic relationship between the earth and 

street fabric is variegated, shaped 
by topography and scaled to local 
commerce and exchange

world is a series of discrete, self-
sustaining nodes energy of city is local: bounded by 

walls, agricultural fields that provide 
safety and livelihood  
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building in the transformation of locally available material into ordered constructs.  
The city and its surrounding landscape are inextricably linked by the centripetal flow of 
food, fuel, materials and wealth.  Territorial boundaries are linked by the limits of the 
usable flows and limitations of terrain that defines arable land, watersheds, woodlots 
and defensible space. 

street expands and contracts as an 
accumulation of inhabitation

human figure is not idealized; instead, 
motion and work structure its geometries

public realm is decentralized
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2  HIERARCHICAL/CLASSICAL CITY

In the hierarchical organization of flows based on imperial or colonial extension, the 
displacement of energy and concentration of wealth across great distances are achieved 
through the subjugation of external territories and cultures. As the energy-bearing 
products concentrate in a singular place, the classical city (the word classical at its root 
meaning a hierarchical ordering) reiterates the dimension of its reordering of energy 
flows through its spatial and formal representational schemes.  It is the product of the 
work of bodies, energy extracted from the earth by hands, transported by water and 

colonial empires displace energy 
from local to global, shifting from 
decentralization of local city

imperial avenues cut through 
medieval fabric, energy of center 
radiates to countryside

flows are directional, radiating outward 
from the center of the city to the world
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wind, transforming the classical elements – earth, air, water and fire – into the wealth of 
emperors, kings, the state, and other concentrations of wealth and power.  In  addition 
to (at times) literally constructing itself of the material of its dominion, the primary 
task of this architecture is representational.  Thus Alberti begins his treatise with the 
separation of material and design consideration, as the representational program, 
like the dimensions of its redirected flows, may no longer be limited by the material 
accidents of geology or terrain.

order and symmetry [centrality] 
construct the classical street

representation of Man is idealized, 
central, and dynamic, shifting and 
reaching out to engage a larger 
territory
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3  MECHANICAL/MERCANTILE CITY

Based on a model of nature as a Newtonian machine or Cartesian field, rational in 
its order and constant in time, this is the city conceived as a machine.  It behaves like 
a clock in relation to cyclical astronomical and mechanical forces, the landscape of 
mills, gears and wheels, where the understanding of physical laws transforms potential 
energy into kinetic energy.  Movement is freed from the dimension of the body – 
the world is mapped as a field rather than a collection of hierarchical figures.  The 
territorial relationships are not necessarily centralized; wealth is gathered like rack 
at the chokepoints, the places of exchange between one mode of transportation and 

city as machine: network of 
flows, production of goods

land ordinance grid structures land mass 
inhabitation, exchange, and value

orrery represents mechanics of the earth 
and moon around the sun city as machine: 

population organized  in 
work / production matrix 
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another.  Wealth is therefore transient within the ranks of traders rather than being 
accumulated within bloodlines.  In gridded cities, buildings measuring the regularized 
property boundaries front the routes of trade and exchange.  The resultant street is 
the manifestation of the public realm as information follows the flows of energy 
across these measured landscapes.  The buildings that give it form are conceived as the 
material of a spatial matrix rather than free-standing figures, a continuous fabric of 
pragmatic, mechanical reproduction, housing the inhabitants in units, organizing work 
to feed the productivity of the machine.

human figure mapped on cartesian 
grid, stable and tethered in its 
interactions and production

mills and workers’ housing shape 
local energy/production flows 
through their proximity

live/work street
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4  THERMODYNAMIC CITY OF COMBUSTION

The city broaches its temporal limitations as the energy of eons contained within 
hydrocarbons extends the cultural tentacles through space and time  The energy 
thus extracted from the earth and released into the atmosphere is sufficient to begin 
the liberation from mechanical cyclical processes and the orrery of solar time.  The 
infrastructure of modernity that frees the city and buildings from the limiting dynamic 
vagaries of climate and site originates from this exosomatic surplus of transmillenial 
stores of energy in coal, oil and ultimately the atomic bonds of uranium.  The city 
becomes animate, burning with a warm core, but rendered monstrous by the choking 
by-products of its productive capacity.  The global infrastructure that extracts and 
transports the concentrated flows has become a substitute for nature, the organs of 
the monster on which its life depends.  Global relationships trump the local as this 
infrastructural network of flows across vast dimensions of space and time replace the 
sun’s continuous energy input.  

world defined by hydrocarbon extraction and 
exchange, facilitating and beget by massive 
infrasstructure

city as consumer: sprawl + 
demand fuel oil trade 
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If the mechanical city is the timeless product of Newton’s first law of thermodynamics 
– that energy is conserved as it translates across its various forms – then this is the city 
of the second law: the consumption of energy gives time a direction –from embodied 
energy to waste with inexorable obedience to the forces of entropy.  The city is 
formed in relation to sources of heat:  the industrial hearths that fuel its economy and 
infrastructure.  Its materials are those that have been transformed chemically through 
the application of heat – steel, glass and reinforced concrete – or those that escape the 
limitations of space through the new economy of combustion-driven transportation.  
Its buildings, now powered from within, are freed in plan from the proximity 
to daylight, freed in section from thermal obligations.  The city of production, 
transparency and horizontal space extends itself globally as a universal paradigm across 
a landscape metered by the logic of industrial production – categorized and striated 
according to discrete functional flows.   

center is dispersed to edges; 
hand of man becomes 
center

thermal boundary mediated 
by mechanical means

economics and exchange 
define street, public realm

building as machine for living
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5  ECOLOGICAL/WEB CITY

In the conception of an energy flow as an intensified ecology, in which a complex 
network of energy flows form a robust, interactive field, a different model has emerged 
to counter the linear directionality of thermodynamic extraction and combustion.  
Each member of the community is both producer and consumer of multiple forms 
of energy liberated by new technologies – electromagnetic (photovoltaic materials), 
thermal (radiant solar collectors and geothermal systems) and kinetic (turbines for 
harnessing the wind and the tides)– and fundamental design relationships, translating 
localized and dispersed energy sources into usable resources through a multidirectional 
web.  In this model, the flow of energy shifts from a directional stream into a field of 
intense, dynamic lateral connections.  In the highly productive ecosystem, enriched 
by the intersection of diverse sources of energy and materials, architecture performs 
its catalytic role in the structuring of communities.  The spatial dimension of physical 

cities are interconnected by natural, 
digital, and social ecologies

internet facilitates multidirectional 
global flows of energy and information

energy flows have dynamic 
and liminal nodes of 
intersection
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human interaction echoes the matrix of site relationships and becomes the critical 
counterpoint to virtual space of the web.

From the choice of materials to the relationship with the institutions that it houses 
and represents, the architecture, the city and its inhabitants flourish in their adaptive 
capacity, incorporating and embedding historical knowledge and new behavior in their 
cultural, if not biological, genetic structure. Creative intelligence is the paramount skill 
required for success, as the system is driven by the constant reinvention of its organizing 
logic, the emergent system behaviors triggering new opportunities for invention and 
adaptation. Site relationships sustain the dynamic interactions between constructed 
and inherited contexts, while global connectivity is essential to the ongoing renewal of 
intellectual capital, transformative materials and a diversified energy supply. 

thermal envelope utilizes and negotiates 
climatic flows and energy locally

built form draws less energy from 
thermodynamic infrastructure

human form engages 
multiscalar networks 

human interactions understood 
individually and collectively 
through biological, social sciences




